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2014 DIGITAL PROGRAM 
 

In 1953 Perth International Arts Festival screened world cinema premieres under 
the Western Australian stars for the first time, and we’ve been breaking new ground 
ever since. We make the extraordinary possible, on platforms and in territories not 
usually seen as artistic spaces. For over 61 years the Festival has contributed 
profoundly to the cultural life of Western Australia, and now we embark on the next 
stage and platform for your engagement with art: the world of digital. 
 
Perth Festival’s digital programming realises a kind of transformation that artists 
have long strived for; when ideas, stories and audience members connect in both a 
shared and inherently personal experience. 
 
Perth Festival Artistic Director Jonathan Holloway said: “Running through every 
strand of the 2014 Festival are digitally led projects, blurring the lines between artist 
and audience, making you an active participant in the creation, the execution, and 
the narrative of artistic experiences. We are telling stories, commissioning projects 
and collaborating with world class artists in a way which is only becoming possible 
in the new digital age. This is a journey only a festival can take you on.” 
 
At the centre of this program is COAST, a project that could very well be described 
as a musical and cinematic love letter to the coastline of Australia. Set amidst the 
iconic pines at Somerville, the Festival presents the world-premiere of the filmic 
tribute Girt by Sea, accompanied by an enigmatic score played live by award-
winning Australian band The Panics. In the film, material from The National Film and 
Sound Archive and ABC Archives is integrated with a mass of crowd-sourced home 
footage to weave a lyrical contemplation of Australia’s sea-side history. The evening 
will also feature The Panics and the filmmakers in conversation as they discuss the 
project. 
 
Another project that embraces crowd-sourcing is Between the Desert and the Deep 
Blue Sea: A Symphony for Perth. In the months leading up to the Festival, Western 
Australians are invited to send in their recordings and ideas of the city in sound. From 
this point, Tod Machover, composer and professor at MIT’s Media Lab, will craft a 
symphony tailor-made for Perth to be played live by the West Australian Symphony 
Orchestra and conducted by Carolyn Kuan. 
 
Rimini Protokoll, one of the most exciting theatrical collectives in the world, will 
deliver Situation Rooms, a multi-dimensional, interactive documentary theatre 
experience that redefines theatre as we know. The piece has been co-commissioned 
by Perth International Arts Festival, during which it will have its exclusive Australian 
premiere. Situation Rooms tells the story of 20 people whose realities have been 
shaped by the weapons industry. Outfitted with iPads and headphones, 20 audience 
members at a time embark on a personal exploration of this maze of rooms and 
stories. In the ultimate vicarious experience, audience members slip into uncharted 
territory - the skin of the protagonists. This is a theatre experience that will alter your 
reality. 
 
I Think I Can is the ever-changing story of an intricately crafted model railway and 
its accompanying town which lie in wait for the arrival of its inhabitants. Audiences 
are encouraged to step inside, choose a miniature resident as an alter ego, and get 
comfortable in their new skin. Weird and wondrous storylines then dip and fold as  

 



 
 
puppeteers expertly bring the avatars to life while audience members dictate the 
journey through these magical streets. 
 
Video games now rival Hollywood as the most influential of the entertainment 
industries. From Grand Theft Auto to The Last of Us, games feature elaborate 
narratives set within epic worlds. You control the gameplay, but who writes and 
develops the stories? The Game Changers is an event included within the Perth 
Writers Festival and will feature ABC TV’s Good Game stars Bajo and Hex who will 
speak with the creators behind the hottest games. International guests include 
Ubisoft writer Kevin Shortt (Watch_Dogs), designer and writer Steve Gaynor (Gone 
Home, Bioshock Infinite), and developer and writer Dan Pinchbeck (Amnesia: A 
machine for pigs). 
 
The Lotterywest Festival Films are a hugely popular feature of the Festival and are 
back for the most dynamic film season yet. The themes are brilliantly diverse and far-
reaching; what binds these tales is their shared commitment to innovation, intrigue 
and masterful storytelling. One particular project to note is Australian director 
Warwick Thornton’s multi-platform arts project The Darkside which was made after a 
national callout for ghost stories with an indigenous element.   The resulting project is 
a feature film,  a website and a mobile app,  and deploys augmented reality along 
with the talents of iconic actors such as Bryan Brown and Deborah Mailman to 
explore life-defining moments based on real life stories. This is a film where ideas, 
stories and audience members have connected in both a shared and inherently 
personal experience. Everyone is encouraged to add their voice to the collection of 
atmospheric and unnerving tales at http://theothersideproject.com/the-
otherside/stories 
 
DIGITAL PROGRAM: 
 
COAST 
When: Sunday 9 February. 8pm. 
Where: Somerville, UWA 
 
Between the Desert and the Deep Blue Sea: A Symphony for Perth 
When: Saturday 1 March. 7:30pm. 
Where: Perth Concert Hall 
 
Situation Rooms 
When: Saturday February 8 – Sunday February 23. Monday-Friday 2, 4, 6 & 8pm. 
Saturday & Sunday 10am, 12, 2, 4, & 6pm. 
Where: ABC Studios, 30 Fielder St, East Perth 
 
I Think I Can 
When: Saturday February 8 – Wednesday February 19. 11am-5pm. 
Where: WA Museum 
 
The Game Changers 
When: Saturday 22 February. Please see online for more details. 
Where: Octagon Theatre, UWA 
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Lotterywest Festival Films 
When: Monday November 25 – Sunday April 13. Please check individual listings. 
Where: Somerville UWA & Joondalup Pines ECU. 
 
BOOKINGS AND FESTIVAL INFO: 08 6488 5555 • perthfestival.com.au • Ticketek 
outlets 
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For further information, interviews or images please contact: 
 
WA MEDIA: Rania Ghandour  NATIONAL MEDIA: Miranda Brown   
+61 8 6488 8618 / 0403 025 535   +61 3 9419 0931 / 0411 568 781  
rghandour@perthfestival.com.au  miranda@mbpublicity.com.au 
  
Perth International Arts Festival 
Founded in 1953 by The University of Western Australia, the Perth International Arts 
Festival is the longest running international arts festival in Australia and Western 
Australia’s premier cultural event. The Festival has developed a worldwide 
reputation for excellence in its international program, the presentation of new works 
and the highest quality artistic experiences for its audience.  For 61 years the 
Festival has welcomed to Perth some of the world’s greatest living artists and now 
connects with over 700,000 people each year. 

 
Jonathan Holloway is the Artistic Director 2012-2015.  
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